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NATO Meeting in Brussels Heightens Danger of War
with Russia
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NATO defense ministers are meeting in Brussels today to consolidate the military alliance
against Russia, increasing the risk of a direct military confrontation between nuclear-armed
powers.

NATO sources have revealed plans to establish a long-term presence in Eastern Europe,
according to a report in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (FAS). So-called NATO
“Force Integration Units” will be established in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania
and Bulgaria. There are also plans to deploy such a unit in Hungary at a later time.

The units will consist of 40 soldiers each. They will be tasked with preparing exercises for a
new  NATO  rapid  response  force  and  coordinating  military  activities  in  emergencies.
Germany, which is spearheading the operation this year, intends to deploy a total of 25
soldiers within the units.

The ground troops of the rapid response force are to consist of a brigade of some 5,000
soldiers.  The  goal  is  for  their  most  flexible  units  to  have  the  capability  to  move  to  a  new
location within 48 hours. The entire brigade will be trained and equipped to be able to move
to a new location within a week. The leadership of the operation will rotate yearly between
NATO member countries.

According to the FAS, NATO defense ministers have already decided on the equipment to be
provided during the “test phase,” which is to last until the beginning of next year. Starting in
April, a company of German paratroopers will supplement American units that have been
stationed in the Baltic States and Poland since last year.

Two weeks ago, the FAS revealed that NATO defense ministers will convene the Nuclear
Planning Group (NPG) at the beginning of today’s meeting to discuss “the nuclear threat
scenario from Russia in the past few months.”

Unlike previous years, according to the FAS, this will not merely be a routine meeting. An
analysis of threat scenarios worked out at NATO headquarters will  be presented to the
defense ministers. Afterwards, the ministers “will for the first time discuss the consequences
for the nuclear strategy of the alliance.” A separate consultation session is planned with
France, which is not a member of the NPG.

NATO’s nuclear simulations underscore the fact that the imperialist powers are ready to risk
nuclear war in order to force Russia to its knees. In the past week, a number of prominent
figures, including former Soviet head of state Mikhail Gorbachev, have warned of the danger
of  a Third World War if  NATO, led by the United States,  continues to take aggressive
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measures against Russia.

Under conditions of escalating fighting between troops of the Western-backed Kiev regime
and pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine, Gorbachev warned of a “hot war” that
“could well inevitably turn into an atomic war.”

On  Sunday,  the  Süddeutsche  Zeitung  quoted  the  Russian  military  expert  Yevgeny
Buchinsky, who warned that, in response to an offensive against the Donbass by Kiev,

“Russia will have to intervene, and then, bluntly speaking, to take Kiev. Then
NATO would be in a difficult situation. Then you would have to start World War
III, which no one wants.”

In spite of such warnings, the imperialist powers and their proxies in Kiev are escalating the
conflict.  On  Monday,  the  New  York  Times  revealed  that  the  Obama  administration  is
considering sending advanced weapons to Kiev. The newspaper listed high-ranking current
and former administration officials and military officers who are pushing for such a move.

The  Times  report  triggered  opposition  among  sections  of  the  European  elite.
The Süddeutsche Zeitung wrote that a decision by Washington to arm the Kiev regime with
offensive  weapons  would  be  taken  by  Russia  as  the  equivalent  of  a  declaration  of  war.
Russian officials and German Chancellor Angela Merkel spoke against any such move during
a visit to Hungary.

Washington intends to use today’s NATO meeting to bring the member states into line
behind  its  provocative  and  reckless  course.  At  the  beginning  of  the  week,  Alexander
Vershbow, a former US ambassador to Russia and currently the deputy secretary general of
NATO,  referred  to  “Russian  aggression”  in  Ukraine  as  a  “game  changer  in  European
security.”

He  emphasized  the  necessity  of  deploying  rapid  response  troops  in  Eastern  Europe,
extending NATO’s reach in the east, and arming the Ukrainian military. Referring to Ukraine,
Georgia and Moldova, all former Soviet republics, he said,

“The more stable  they are,  the more secure we are.  So helping Ukraine,
Georgia  and  Moldova—to  strengthen  their  military  forces,  reform  their
institutions and modernize their economies—is not an act of generosity, it is in
our fundamental strategic interest.”

He added,

“NATO is doing its part. To help Ukraine to modernize and reform its armed
forces, we have launched five trust funds to assist in areas like command and
control, logistics, cyber defense and military medicine. We are sending more
advisors to Kiev and will be carrying out exercises with Ukraine’s armed forces.
And we are helping Moldova and Georgia to strengthen their defense capacity
in  similar  ways,  and,  in  Georgia’s  case,  to  help  it  prepare  for  future
membership in the Alliance.”
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At the end of his speech, Vershbow warned:

“This time around, having chosen our course, we must stick to it. We must stay
united, stay firm and increase the costs to Russia of its aggression.”

Meanwhile, voices in favor of arming Ukraine are growing louder. Michael Gahler (Germany’s
Christian  Democratic  Union—CDU),  who  is  the  spokesman  on  security  policy  for  the
European People’s  Party  in  the European Union parliament,  spoke in  favor  of  sending
weapons to Ukraine in an interview on Deutschlandfunk radio.

Wolfgang  Ischinger,  leader  of  the  Munich  Security  Conference,  which  takes  place  this
weekend,  has  adopted  the  same  line.  On  ZDF  Television  he  spoke  in  favor  of  the
“announcement of possible weapons shipments” to Ukraine. “Sometimes one needs to use
pressure to enforce peace,” he declared. While he cautioned that Germany should not send
weapons, he said he could “imagine that other members of the alliance would want to do
this.”

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko, whose regime was brought to power nearly a year
ago by a fascist-led putsch backed by the US and Germany, and has since waged a brutal
war against the population of eastern Ukraine, made an appearance yesterday in Kharkiv,
which is near the border with Russia and the contested areas. He said that “we will need
lethal weapons, and I am sure that foreign weapons will be sent to Ukraine.” He continued:
“I don’t have any doubt that the US and other partners will provide help with lethal weapons
so that Ukraine will be able to defend itself.”

Poroshenko will take part in the Munich Security Conference along with 20 other heads of
state and 60 foreign and defense ministers. He is meeting with US Secretary of State John
Kerry in Kiev today.
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